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1. The Great Beginnings Program - Background
The Great Beginnings Program is an initiative developed by the City of Vancouver to celebrate British
Columbia’s 150th anniversary. The Provincial government is supporting this initiative by investing $10 million
over three years to celebrate the history, heritage, and culture of Vancouver’s first urban areas including the
neighbourhoods of Gastown, Chinatown, Japantown, and Strathcona. The provincial investment will be used to
attract other investors over the next three years, with the aim of creating a genuine legacy of improved
physical, social, and economic conditions, as well as seeding future opportunities.
The program aims to restore the founding neighbourhoods’ original public appeal by creating attractive and
welcoming physical environments through improvements to streets, buildings, and public spaces. It will also
establish a foundation for improvements to the social environment through facilitating arts and cultural
activities, celebrations, and street festivals for residents and visitors alike.
The benefits of the initiative will be direct, immediate, and visible. Project activities will focus on practical and
tangible actions that build community capacity through enhanced employment opportunities for local
residents, artists, trades people, and others. The project seeks to foster community cohesion and participation
and interaction between residents, businesses, and visitors to this area of the City.
The scope of the Great Beginnings Program springs from additional social support enhancements recently
introduced by the Provincial government, including the development of 1,200 social housing units and
improvements to mental health and addiction services throughout Vancouver. The Great Beginnings Program
will also be coordinated with activities being undertaken through the City of Vancouver’s Inner‐City Inclusivity
Commitments for the 2010 Olympic Winter Games, and the Vancouver Agreement.
The following report outlines how Great Beginnings 2008 launch projects contribute to the project’s main goal:
To enhance the community pride, liveability, and public appeal of Vancouver’s first urban areas through
improvements to the physical, social, and economic environments. Specifically, the following outlines:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Great Beginnings individual project methods of measurement
General overview of program activities to date
Project Evaluation: indicators, detailed project activities, outcomes and unanticipated outcomes
Results of a 2008 DTES perception and community needs baseline survey
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2. Methods of Measurement
There are multiple methods used to measure the success of individual Great Beginnings projects as each project is unique in: management,
administration, and, more importantly, in the way it affects the community. The matrix below summarizes the methods of measurement that are, and
will be used for each Great Beginnings 2008 launch project outlined in this report:
Method of Measurement
Project Name

DTES Awning Improvements
DTES Historic Neighbourhood
Neighbourhoods Map Guides
Blood Alley Community Greening
29 West Hastings Façade Improvement
Pennsylvania Hotel Façade and Neon
Lighting
Chinatown Parkade Neon Sign
Princess Avenue Interpretive Walk Mural
and Markers
The Windows Project
Anti‐Graffiti: Community Murals
Anti‐Graffiti: BC Hydro Padmount
Beautification Pilot
Heart of the City Festival
The Clean Streets

Quantitative
Data (#’s,
counts)

Visual Change /
Impact
(photographs)

Stories
(qualitative
impact on
community)
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3. Overview of Program Activities to Date
Downtown Eastside Awning Improvement
To improve the appearance of awnings over storefronts and help
to make downtown eastside shopping districts more attractive and
welcoming to both residents and visitors.
Goals (anticipated results)
To contribute to welcoming,
healthy DTES commercial
districts.
‐ 30 new awnings in Chinatown
‐ Create interest in Strathcona and
Gastown (figures to be
determined)
Output (as at 1 January 2009)
13 businesses in Chinatown are
displaying new awnings;
applications have been distributed
to business owners in Strathcona.
A preliminary meeting was held
with the Gastown BIA (Dec. 08) to
determine interest in the project,
and the City is in the process of
scoping out a project plan for
Gastown.

Great Beginnings Project theme: Private Property Improvements –
assistance that the City can provide property owners for physical
upgrades and / or improvements.

Before

After

“As a property owner and business owner in Chinatown, I would like to thank the City for the Chinatown Awning
Sponsorship program, which is most helpful to clean up and beautify the area […] Shoppers and tourists will only
visit a healthy and clean Vancouver Chinatown.
‐ Derick Cheng, Vancouver Chinatown Merchants Association

Activities
The project is a collaborative
effort between the City and
businesses in the DTES to improve
the streetscape and overall
neighbourhood street
environment and cleanliness;
making the business district more
attractive.
The City provided 40% of funding
for new awning replacements;
matching the 60% contribution
from business owners.

Before

After
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Downtown Eastside Historic Neighbourhoods Map Guides

Great Beginnings Project theme: Community Pride – creating

To increase the public accessibility and profile of historic DTES
neighbourhoods through the preparation of user‐friendly map guides of
heritage buildings and places that describe the neighbourhood’s rich history.

opportunities for exchanges between the DTES and the rest of Vancouver,
including neighbourhood promotion and sharing good news about the
community.

Goals (anticipated results)
Produce historic neighbourhood
map guides for three DTES
neighbourhoods (Japantown,
Carrall St. Greenway, and
Chinatown Society Buildings) for
public distribution, linking the
DTES and the rest of Vancouver
by promoting the area’s rich
history.

Output (as at 1 January 2009)
Vancouver Heritage Foundation
has produced a draft map guide
for each of the three
neighbourhoods. All three are
under review.

DRAFT version of Chinatown Map

Activities
The Vancouver Heritage
Foundation and City of
Vancouver staff have identified
buildings and other places of
historical significance for
inclusion in the map guides. For
two maps, community groups
will be consulted for feedback
(the Japantown
Commemoration Task Force and
the Chinatown Society Heritage
Buildings Association).
Community consultation and
final revisions are planned for
early 2009.

DRAFT version of Japantown Map

DRAFT version of Carrall Street Greenway Map

*Please note that the above maps are in DRAFT format only. Information is subject to change
as will be determined by further consultation and review
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Blood Alley Community Greening

Great Beginnings Project theme: (1) Community Living – upgrades

To engage the local community in a gardening project in Blood Alley Square;
a unique and underused public space in the Downtown Eastside.

and/or improvements to liveability of the neighbourhood and active
participation of local residents in positive community activities

Goals (anticipated results)
To engage local people in a
gardening project in Blood Alley
Square, thereby fostering a sense of
community and an increased
commitment to and pride in the
upkeep of the alley.

"Seeing people work together
on improving Blood Alley has
been inspiring. Many of the
participants have taken pride
in their collaboration to the
project."
‐ Rhianna Nagel
Environmental Youth Alliance
Youth Garden Coordinator

Output (as at 1 January 2009)
Key components of the project have
already been completed, such as
stakeholder and community
outreach. Community workshops
regarding physical additions to the
space and future activities are either
currently underway or are planned
for completion by spring 2009.

Activities
The Environmental Youth Alliance
(EYA) is leading this community‐
based gardening and cultural project
in Blood Alley. Additional
stakeholder and community groups
involved include:
‐ The Portland Hotel Society
‐ Residents of the Stanley New‐
Fountain Hotel and the Lore Krill
Housing Co Op
‐ Neighbouring business owners

New planter boxes in construction

New planter boxes
"Thanks to the City of Vancouver’s ‘Great Beginnings’
program, the Environmental Youth Alliance has been able
to foster community collaboration in the greening and
celebrating of Blood Alley square. Residents of the Stanley‐
New Fountain Hotel, local business managers, and
residents of the Lore Krill Housing Cooperative have all
participated in various ways. Participation from residents
of the Stanley‐New Fountain has been a particularly
rewarding aspect of the project."
‐ Rhianna Nagel
Environmental Youth Alliance Youth Garden Coordinator
Construction
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29 West Hastings Street Facade

Great Beginnings Project theme: Private Property Improvements – assistance

To renovate a building façade that will be part of the opening of Lu’s
Pharmacy at 29 West Hastings, to help return active ground‐floor use to
the site.
Goals (anticipated results)
Renovated building façade that will be part of the
opening of Lu’s Pharmacy (future ground floor
tenant).*The target date for the opening of the
facility is February 2009.

that the City can provide to private property owners for physical upgrades
and/or improvements.

Contribute to the liveability of the
neighbourhood with the occupancy of a new
ground floor tenant.
Trigger further investment and regeneration into
the neighbourhood beyond this preliminary
initiative.
Building frontage (Pre façade improvement)

Output (as at 1 January 2009)
Development permit has been approved by City of
Vancouver.
Construction began in summer 2008 / interior and
exterior renovations are currently underway.

Mid-construction

Activities
This project is being utilized as a ‘design‐build’
learning opportunity for students of the UBC
School of Architecture and Landscape
Architecture (UBC SALA).
Other project participants include:
‐ City of Vancouver
‐ Central City Foundation
‐ The Vancouver Women’s Health Collective
The City of Vancouver is contributing to the
façade renovation with $25,000 of Great
Beginnings Project funding,

Façade under Construction
(Hoarding to be removed upon completion)

"The partnership between UBC, Central City
Foundation and the Vancouver Women's Health
Collective is important to the success of the
project. It allows the students to gain hands‐on
learning experiences and opportunities to engage
with the community. The students volunteered their
time and skills to assist with the design of the site,
giving the Pharmacy a well‐designed facade
and space that will suit their particular needs and
become an attractive addition to Hastings Street.
This project will inject energy onto the street and
spark more reinvestment into the area."
‐ Inge Roecker, Professor, UBC
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Pennsylvania Hotel Façade and Neon Light

Great Beginnings Project theme: Private Property Improvements –
assistance that the City can provide to private property owners for physical
upgrades and/or improvements.

To bring new life to the intersection of Hastings and Carrall Streets and to
provide additional night time lighting to the neighbourhood.
Goals (anticipated results)
Increase nighttime lighting
“What had been one of the most dingy, decrepit
by means of neon sign
corners in the Downtown Eastside is suddenly
installation; improvements
vibrant and beautiful, a potent symbol for the long‐
to heritage building façade.
awaited rejuvenation of the troubled
To bring new life to the
intersection of Hastings and
Carrall Streets, restore
heritage neon signs and to
provide additional night
time lighting to the
neighbourhood.
Output (as at mid‐January
2009)
Neon sign has been
installed and building
façade is almost complete.
The renovated residence
has officially been
reopened, with 44 newly
refurbished bachelor suites.

neighbourhood. The neon sign is the crowning touch
on one of Vancouver's most extensive heritage
restorations.”
‐ Vancouver Sun news article, 8 Jan 2009

Historical image

Activities
The City of Vancouver
contributed to the project
with $25,000 of Great
Beginnings Project funding.
Portland Hotel Society
Community Services is
implementing the
installation of the neon
sign. They are also the
developer of the full
building rehabilitation and
housing units on site.

Before Façade renovation
(2008)

After façade renovation (2009)

"The neon is almost like the jewelry on the building,"
‐ Don Luxton, Heritage Consultant on hotel restoration

New neon sign (January
2009)
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Chinatown Parkade Neon Sign

Great Beginnings Project theme: Private Property Improvements –
assistance that the City can provide to private property owners for physical
upgrades and/or improvements.

To bring back neon signs and enhance Chinatown as a (night‐time)
commercial destination as part of the “Chinatown Vision” approved by
Council in 2002.
Goals (anticipated results)
"We've been pushing to have more neon signs and lighting back in Chinatown for
Installation of 5‐storey neon
the last 5 years. We are very excited that the City is taking the initiative to jump‐
sign on the Chinatown Plaza
start the community's effort by installing a prominent neon sign at the Chinatown
building at the intersection of
Plaza. This is an important step towards bringing back the beautiful neon lights in
Keefer and Columbia Streets.
Chinatown which everyone has missed."
To bring back neon signs and
enhance Chinatown as a
(night‐time) commercial
destination by adding
lighting.

‐ Fred Mah, Chair of the Planning and Development Committee of the Vancouver
Chinatown Revitalization Committee

Output (as at 1 January
2009)
A general attendance open
house occurred on 2 October
2008 to review four neon sign
options based on historic and
contemporary designs.

Activities
The City of Vancouver met
with various community
groups and organizations,
including the Chinatown BIA,
Chinatown Revitalization
Committee, Chinatown
Merchants Association, the
Chinese Cultural Centre, the
Chinese Benevolence
Association, and building
tenants to gather their
feedback on the draft designs.

Chinatown Parkade community open house (2 Oct. 2008)

Chinatown Parkade community open house (2 Oct. 2008)
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Princess Avenue Interpretive Walk Mural and Markers

Great Beginnings Project theme: Public Realm Improvements – physical

upgrades and/or improvements to City‐owned buildings or public realm
To establish an interpretive walk on Princess Avenue that will showcase the
areas, including parks, streets, sidewalks, lanes, etc.
rich history and cultural diversity in the Strathcona neighbourhood.
Goals (anticipated results)
“This is an exciting project that incorporates the visual arts, architecture and a historical discovery focus on the
relationship between the Port of Vancouver and the origins of the downtown eastside. This project involves all of our
Using artwork, this project aims to re‐
learners and allows them to discover the history of their community during both school and after school events. The
establish Princess Avenue as an
wide range of multidisciplinary activities incorporated in the project offer many superb opportunities for students to
important pedestrian route that is
become role models and peer mentors and to assume leadership roles. Very rewarding!”
friendly to a diverse population,
‐ Jim Ion, Strathcona Community School Principal
especially the families and children in
the neighbourhood.

‐ 2 murals along Princess Avenue
‐ 2 community markers
‐ 1 structural children’s silhouette along
Princess Avenue
Output (as at 1 January 2009)
Design development for the first mural at
the Strathcona Community Centre (based
on input received from the community)
has been completed (Nov. 2008).
Technical work and permit applications
for mural installation are underway.

Princess Avenue Community Engagement

Activities
The Strathcona Community Centre
Association is implementing the overall
project, including administration and the
hiring of artists and consultants.
Partnering agencies and community
groups include:
‐ The Vancouver Coastal Health Authority
‐ The Union Gospel Mission
‐ The Strathcona BIA
‐ Port Metro Vancouver
‐ The Strathcona Community School (over
200 children participated)
‐ Strathcona Community Centre seniors
group participants
‐ The City of Vancouver

Strathcona Community School student design

"The thing that is so exciting and unique about the
first mural being done for the Strathcona
Community Centre is that the design ideas come
from the heart of the children. The community
characteristics are interwoven into the mural but
the focal point is the child."
‐ Strathcona Community Centre Recreation
Programmer
Princess Avenue mural concept sketch
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The Windows Project

Great Beginnings Project theme: Community Pride – creating

To temporarily decorate and animate four windows in the DTES during the
holiday season, highlighting community members’ stories of winter traditions
and / or celebrations from the diverse cultures of area residents.

opportunities for exchanges between the DTES and the rest of Vancouver,
including neighbourhood promotion and sharing good news about the
community.

Goals (anticipated results)
Animate 4 windows in the DTES as a
collaborative effort between UBC
students and local businesses,
community organisations, and residents.

“Thanks so much for your help on this window display!
It's one of the biggest projects I've undertaken to date,
and it's been a pleasure to work with such positive and
supportive people from start to finish.”
‐ Marshall McMahen, student artist

Foster the identity of the neighbourhood
by animating streetscapes and public
spaces with local stories and culture.
Encourage people in public places to
gather and connect with others in
meaningful ways.
Nurture the sense of community pride
for local residents and business owners.

Output (as at 1 January 2009)
4 selected empty window spaces along a
major corridor in the DTES were filled
with art installations (depicting local
stories of traditions and celebrations).

Activities
Six university students decorated four
selected windows along Main Street in
the DTES. Prior to design and
construction, the students attended a
workshop with community outreach
workers from the Carnegie Community
Centre. The students interacted with
several community members and
attended more than a dozen meetings to
engage with and ensure ideas from locals
who informed the design process.

“Thanks, Patricia. It was a great window display
and many, many people enjoyed it.”
‐ Shirley Chan, CEO, Building Opportunities with
Business Inner‐City Society (BOB)
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Anti‐Graffiti Project ‐ community murals

Great Beginnings Project theme: (1) Community Living – upgrades and/or improvements to

To engage the local community in tackling graffiti
vandalism and beautifying DTES neighbourhoods.

liveability of the neighbourhood and active participation of local residents in positive community
actions; (2) Private Property Improvements – assistance that the City can provide to private property
owners for physical upgrades and/or improvements.

Goals (anticipated results)
Engaging the community (including local
artists and residents) in an anti‐graffiti /
beautification project.

Output (as at 1 January 2009)
‐ 5 mural locations identified
‐ 1 mural completed
‐ 9 walls have been selected for murals in
2009, 2 of which are already in design phase

Activities
A partnership with the Chinatown BIA and
Chinese Benevolent Association is being
initiated for mural projects. (All of the Great
Beginnings murals will involve some
partnership with local Business Improvement
Associations; these would include Strathcona
BIA, Chinatown BIA, Gastown BIA).

675 Powell St. (Before)

657 Powell St. (After)

“I know people think that graffiti means
something to the people who use this park. It only
means something to the people who put it there;
I’d rather have paintings up there”
– DTES Resident

“It's too good to be true, thank you for such a
wonderful opportunity to brighten the alley and
beautify our house.”
‐ Wilma, property owner

Community members are engaged through
building relationships with DTES
Neighbourhood House, Carnegie Centre, and
DTES Centre for the Arts, WATARI and Park
Board Arts and Culture, WISH, UNYA, Joint
Effort, Strathcona Community Centre and any
other organization that may be able to
connect local artists with these murals.

Pigeon Park hoarding (Before)

Pigeon Park hoarding (After)
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Anti‐Graffiti Project ‐ BC Hydro pad mounted
transformer (PMT) beautification pilot

Great Beginnings Project theme: (1) Community Living – upgrades and/or improvements

To beautify PMTs by engaging youth from local communities
to create artwork that promotes environmental sustainability.

to liveability of the neighbourhood and active participation of local residents in positive
community actions; (2) Private Property Improvements – assistance that the City can
provide to private property owners for physical upgrades and/or improvements.

Goals (anticipated results)
Decrease the number of graffiti‐
stricken BC Hydro pad mounted
boxes

“Many people have stopped by and said
that [the padmount] looks a million times
better already.”
‐ Kaya Reese, artist

To engage local children and artists
in an environmental BC Hydro pad
mount beautification project.

Output (as at 1 January 2009)
‐50% of identified PMT’s beautified
‐3 community centres hosted 6
outreach workshops that educate
and inspire children about energy
conservation and environmental
issues. 233 children participated, 6
artists have been employed, and
each centre will be presented with a
$2000 donation from BC Hydro.

Graffiti-stricken PMT at 851 Expo Boulevard
(Before)

Revitalized PMT at 851 Expo Boulevard (After)

“The padmount is located across the street from the Community Centre,
so […] the kids can come outside and see their work.”
‐ Eileen Mosca, artist

Activities
A local community artist joined the
BC Hydro Outreach Team to do
interactive presentations with young
people at the Strathcona,
Roundhouse, and Trout Lake
Community Centres to discuss the
topic of energy and community
members’ environmental
responsibilities. This led to the
creation of ‘mini‐murals’ that could
be adapted and replicated by an
artist and painted onto a PMT.

“Much better, can they do the ones at my place?”
‐ Business Owner

“I think [this project] is excellent … It really brightens it up!”
‐ Bob Ray, passer‐by
Artist and children observing artwork
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The Heart of the City Festival – honouring our founding communities Great Beginnings Project theme: (1) Community Pride – creating opportunities
To celebrate the history, culture, and people of the DTES,
paying particular attention to honouring founding communities
including the Chinese, Japanese, European, and First Nations communities.
Goals (anticipated results)
Honour the major founding cultures and
communities of the DTES (Chinese, Japanese,
European, and First Nations) through the
traditional sharing of food
(feasts/banquets/suppers), performances,
and historical memories through song and
stories.

for exchanges between the DTES and the rest of Vancouver, including
neighbourhood promotion and sharing good news about the community; (2) Arts
and Culture – enhancements and/or expansion of existing events or programming.
“Today something very big happened to see so many
nations coming together to support our youth and
moving things forward in a good way
‐ First Nations Elder

Strengthen bonds within and between
different cultural groups in the DTES.

Output (as at 1 January 2009)
‐ First Nations Canoe Launch, Ceremony and
Aboriginal Cabaret
‐ Ukrainian Hall Gala Concert, Supper and
Dance
‐ Asian Voices
‐ Presentation at the Japanese Hall Food
Bazaar

All female Korean ensemble – Asian Voices
Canoe launch with youth

Activities
Four community events, ranging from gala
banquets to canoe launches, to concerts,
facilitated the sharing of cultures and
backgrounds from people residing in the
DTES.
14 community and cultural groups
contributed to the success of this event. Over
500 people participated in / had an
opportunity to watch these events.

“On all accounts the gala concert and celebration was a huge
success. The Ukrainian Hall was especially pleased to celebrate
our 80th Anniversary by sharing our cultures and building bridges
with other founding cultures of the Downtown Eastside
Strathcona area.”
‐ Dianna Kleparchuk, President AUUC

Ukrainian Hall Gala Feast
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The Heart of the City Festival – art and history in the streets

Great Beginnings Project theme: (1) Community Pride – creating opportunities

To celebrate the history, culture, and people of the DTES,
paying particular attention to honouring founding communities
including the Chinese, Japanese, European, and First Nations communities.
Goals (anticipated results)
Promote the vibrant history of the DTES
through art activity, historical walks/talks
and forums.

for exchanges between the DTES and the rest of Vancouver, including
neighbourhood promotion and sharing good news about the community; (2) Arts
and Culture – enhancements and/or expansion of existing events or programming.

Output (as at 1 January 2009)
‐ Bruce Eriksen Heritage Walking Tour
‐ Gentrification Walking Tour
‐ The Chinese Laundry Boy Walking Tour
‐ Fishing History Walking Tour
‐ 100 Years of Homelessness Walking
Tour
‐ You Can Buy That Here? Legendary
Business
‐ Cornering the Market
‐DTES Samba Band

Activities

Gentrification Walking Tour
“Playing…the opening of the Festival before a packed
house was a real blast, a complete adrenaline rush…It
was all so fun, educational and energizing. Thanks
Terry Hunter; Thanks Vancouver Moving Theatre;
thanks Pepe!”
Robin Livingstone, Carnegie Newsletter

A series of walking tours, outdoor visual
art displays, and workshops educated a
total of 712 participants and audience
members about historical, cultural, and
social issues in the DTES. Topics included:
homelessness, affordable housing and
gentrification, historical and present‐day
Chinese influences in the neighbourhood,
the fishing industry, local business, local
art, and music.
Tours, workshops, and art displays were
led by local politicians (e.g. Libby Davies)
and activists, area residents and
labourers, authors, and a local samba
band.

“The festival is getting better and
better…you have done an amazing job.”
‐ Libby Davies, MP for Vancouver East

DTES Samba Band

Chinese Laundry Boy Walking Tour
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The Heart of the City Festival – festival visual animation

Great Beginnings Project theme: (1) Community Pride – creating opportunities

To celebrate the history, culture, and people of the DTES,
paying particular attention to honouring founding communities
including the Chinese, Japanese, European, and First Nations communities.
Goals (anticipated results)
Creation and display of indoor and outdoor
banners and other visual animation created
through community engagement workshops
with leading visual artists.

for exchanges between the DTES and the rest of Vancouver, including
neighbourhood promotion and sharing good news about the community; (2) Arts
and Culture – enhancements and/or expansion of existing events or programming.

Output (as at 1 January 2009)
‐ Permanent banners for the Heart of the City
Festival’s indoor event animation package
(consists of: 1 large, three piece banner set; and
1 smaller, eleven piece ‘Carnegie Theatre’
heraldic banner set)

Activities
A DTES visual artist, poet and activist convened
community workshops and led the creation of
Festival banners. All banners were made at the
Vancouver Japanese Hall and unveiled at the
Festival Launch on Oct 29th. The banners
remained on display in the theatre for the
duration of the festival.
Co‐sponsored by Atira, a DTES visual artist was
commissioned to create a Traveling Fabric
Banner Workshop to create a fabric banner that
expresses what the neighbourhood means to
the banner creators.

Cultural Sharing Event (with new banners)

“This was a dream job. I loved doing this
project.”
‐ Diane Wood, DTES artist

New banners
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The Heart of the City Festival – DTES access to media

Great Beginnings Project theme: (1) Community Pride – creating opportunities

To celebrate the history, culture, and people of the DTES,
paying particular attention to honouring founding communities
including the Chinese, Japanese, European, and First Nations communities.
Goals (anticipated results)
Encourage DTES youth involvement in
community events by mentoring a team of
four DTES involved youth as interns in all
aspects of television production, produce live
performance events for DTES youth, and
produce three video releases which promote
and profile the festival for public broadcast on
SHAW community television.

for exchanges between the DTES and the rest of Vancouver, including
neighbourhood promotion and sharing good news about the community; (2) Arts
and Culture – enhancements and/or expansion of existing events or programming.

Output (as at 1 January 2009)
‐ Creation of 3 public service announcements
‐ 4 hours of material broadcast on SHAW TV to
660,000 cable boxes in Metro Vancouver area
‐ 4 live events with DTES involved youth
DTES Access to Media Artists

Activities
To date, the DTES Access to Media Project has
contracted two mentors and involved four
youth mentees in media projects. Live events
included: The Pirate Magic Show (Raycam
Community Centre), From Where We Speak
(Vancouver Aboriginal Friendship Centre), and
the Git Hayetsk Dancers (Strathcona and
Admiral Seymour Elementary Schools) for a
total audience of 880 youth.

From Where We Speak

“The project has been terrific. The mentors and the youth mentees are terrific. The energy is contagious. To
date we have broadcast four hours of footage on the Heart of the City Festival on Community Television in
Metro Vancouver reaching 660,000 cable boxes and an estimated audience of 20‐30,000 people. More
importantly there has been terrific value for everyone involved – imagine getting 4 hours of television for
under $15,000.
And importantly, this project is having a big impact on the youth. A youth mentee has been changed by this
project. He used to lie around the house and be morose and grumpy. This project has made him so much
more engaged and happy. He is always involved, thinking about what he can do to help me. Because of this
project he could very well end up in video production”.
‐ Sid Tan, Project Co‐ordinator
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The Clean Streets

Great Beginnings Project theme: (1) Public Realm Improvements ‐ physical upgrades and/

To increase street cleaning in a 65 block area within the founding
historic neighbourhoods (Gastown, Chinatown, Japantown and
Strathcona) and to provide additional recycling at special events, in
partnership with social enterprise organizations.
Goals (anticipated results)
‐ decrease street and alley litter in selected 65
block area
‐ sustain a high level of cleanliness
‐ focus on creation of low threshold
employment opportunities
Output (as at 1 January 2009)
‐ Creation of 30 low threshold jobs (filled by 100
individuals);
‐ Cleaner streets and alleys

or improvements to City‐owned buildings or public realm areas including parks, streets,
sidewalks, lanes, etc. (2) Community Living ‐ upgrades and/or improvements to liveability of
the neighbourhood and active participation of local residents in positive community activities.

Activities
Enhanced education and enforcement with the
addition of a Street Use Inspector, increased
street and lane cleaning by City forces, and micro‐
cleaning by the social enterprise organizations:
United We Can (UWC) and Coast Mental Health
Foundation (CMHF). UWC and CMHF provide low
threshold employment opportunities to
individuals with barriers to traditional
employment.
Additional recycling at special events (the 2008
Celebration of Light and Chinatown Festival) was
provided through UWC’s Urban Binning Unit
(UBU) program. Over 6,000 collected containers
were returned for deposit refunds to the UWC
bottle depot on Hastings Street located in the
DTES.
Participating organizations include:
‐ The City of Vancouver
‐ United We Can
‐ Coast Mental Health Foundation
‐
The Vancouver Police Department

Clean Streets crew after cleaning a DTES
alley.

“It helps me with every day living and it helps to
have a cleaner neighbourhood.”
‐ Joe G., UWC micro‐cleaner

“It’s nice to walk down alleys and sidewalks and see how much
cleaner it is now than before. We get a lot of feedback from local
people and merchants about the hard work of our crew and the
cleanliness of the area.”
‐ Rick I., UWC Lanes Supervisor

“One of our members who suffers from addiction
and mental illness is no longer surviving by doing
sex work. Instead she earns better money doing
street cleaning.”
‐ Coast Mental Health
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4. Project Evaluation: Indicators, Detailed Activities, Outcomes and
Unanticipated Outcomes
A. Downtown Eastside Awning Improvement Program
1.

2.

Indicator(s)

Detailed
Activity

(a) Visual improvement to streetscape (increase cleanliness of storefronts)
 Refer to photographs in section 3 of this report (More photographs will become available
as the program continues to roll‐out)
(b) Satisfaction with / benefits of program (by means of collection of personal accounts and
stories from involved business and property owners, shoppers, and visitors)
 The Vancouver Chinatown Merchants Association is extremely pleased with the awning
program because they have the goal of bringing back the same level of usership to
Chinatown as had once existed
 (More visitor, shopper, and business feedback will become available as the program
continues to roll‐out)
In an effort to revitalize the targeted neighbourhood shopping areas, the DTES Awning
Improvement Program improves the appearance of awnings over storefronts and helps to make
DTES shopping districts more attractive and welcoming to both residents and visitors.
This is a collaborative effort with staff input from various City departments, including the City
Manager’s Office, Planning, Social Policy, and Licensing and Permits. Inputs from the community
include staff and volunteers from the Vancouver Chinatown Merchants Association (VCMA) and
the BIAs to assist in the development of the program and to distribute information to potential
applicants. Enquires, feedback, and suggestions were collected from staff and volunteers in order
to ensure practical program implementation.

3.

Outcomes
(Impact on
the
community)

Merchants, shoppers, and residents in the area have all benefited from this physical improvement
to the neighbourhood. The new awnings improve the street scene and provide a positive shopping
experience. The neighbourhood boasts cleaner building frontages, which enhances current and
encourages future business opportunities by providing an improvement to visual marketing.
Success of this first phase of the program will encourage expansion into neighbouring BIAs.
The Vancouver Chinatown Merchants Association has provided information to businesses to
encourage the use of neighbourhood sign companies to undertake work on individual awnings.
This keeps the economic activity generated by the project within the downtown eastside.

4.

Unanticipated Staff members from the City’s Licensing and Permits Department responded to community
concerns regarding permit requirements for the installation of new awnings. Staff provided
Outcomes

businesses with clear information to speed up the permit application process, which has enhanced
the effectiveness of the program as well as the working relationship between the City and the
business community in the area.

B. Downtown Eastside Historic Neighbourhoods Map Guide
1.

Indicators

(a) Distribution of maps
 Upon completion, 2,500 copies of each map will be printed and distributed by the
Vancouver Heritage Foundation to locations where tourists and interested members of
the public will be able to pick up a free copy (e.g. hotel concierge desks, Tourism
Vancouver information booths, brochure stands in public places, etc.)
(b) Satisfaction with / benefits of program (by means of feedback regarding process and map
effectiveness from Heritage Vancouver, associated organizations, and businesses)
 Qualitative feedback regarding process, map content, and distribution from Heritage
Vancouver
 Qualitative feedback regarding map content and overall value from community
consultation group members
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2.

Detailed
Activity

The Vancouver Heritage Foundation and City of Vancouver staff have identified buildings and other
places of historical significance for inclusion in the map guides. For two maps, community groups
will be consulted for feedback (the Japantown Commemoration Task Force and the Chinatown
Society Heritage Buildings Association). Community consultation and final revisions are planned for
early 2009.
Maps were developed in‐house by the Vancouver Heritage Foundation, with the support of City
staff.

3.

Outcomes
(Impact on
the
community)

Creating links with, and extending walking routes and encouraging their use for work and leisure
strengthen ties between Downtown Eastside neighbourhoods and residents with area visitors and
shoppers.
Positive street activities will bring along a sense of safety and community pride. Encouraging an
increase in visitors to the DTES will contribute to building a foundation for enhancing economic
development and increased employment opportunities.
*Note: significant, visible impacts to the neighbourhood and quantitative measurable outcomes are
not expected. Due to cost sharing of the map guide project with the Vancouver Heritage
Foundation, only a small capital contribution was required from Great Beginnings.

4.

Unanticipated
Outcomes

*Outcomes will become more apparent upon project completion in February 2009, and going
forward.
None apparent. Positive and negative externalities will become more apparent as the project
begins to roll out and visitors / residents have access to completed map guides.
Encouraging visitors to tour and learn about DTES neighbourhoods may increase the number of
visitors to the area, and thus contribute to enhanced business opportunities for local retailers by
increasing the number of potential shoppers.
*Note: encouraging people to visit the neighbourhoods through the availability of resources such as
historical map guides may contribute, as opposed to attribute, to increased business opportunities.

C. Blood Alley Community Greening
1.

Indicators

(a) Participation by residents from surrounding hotels, co‐ops or condos, or other interested
community members, with particular emphasis on residents from the Stanley‐New Fountain
Hotel.
 (The Environmental Youth Alliance will provide feedback on participation when the project
is complete such as approximate number of participants and community groups
represented)
(b) Construction and installation of new planter boxes, plants, garbage container and totem
carvings
 Refer to photographs in section 3 of this report (More photographs will become available
as the program continues to roll‐out)
(c) Satisfaction with / benefits of program
 Qualitative feedback regarding project and community engagement will become available
as project rolls out
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2.

Detailed
Activity

With the assistance of the City of Vancouver and the collaboration of local stakeholders, the
Environmental Youth Alliance (EYA) is engaging in a community‐based gardening and cultural
exhibition in Blood Alley.
Stakeholder and community groups involved include:
‐ Environmental Youth Alliance
‐ Portland Hotel Society
‐ Residents of the Stanley New‐Fountain Hotel and the Lore Krill Housing Co Operative
‐ Neighbouring business owners
Community Workshops have been held to plan and build: planter boxes, including construction,
planting and maintenance, garbage container construction and installation, and totem carvings. In
addition, a survey of residents of the local housing co operative and shopkeepers was completed in
Sept.08.
Outputs of the project currently include the construction, planting and maintenance, garbage
container construction and installation.

3.

Outcomes
(Impact on
the
community)

A summary report including ideas for possible future projects is expected in spring 2009.
The greening project will foster a sense of community and an increased commitment to and pride
in the ongoing maintenance of the alley. The project’s commitment to facilitation and cooperation
encourages a green and interactive space that reflects the needs and desires of the community.
A major outcome of the project is the engagement of a difficult to house population (residents of
the Stanley New‐Fountain Single Room Occupancy Hotel). Participation by this group of
community members contributes to inclusiveness and pride and encourages participation by this
population in future community initiatives. Such inclusive community partnerships will boost the
confidence and self‐esteem of community members, as well as increase their sense of belonging
and stewardship for Blood Alley square.
The greening project and community engagement will bring along a sense of community in Blood
Alley square, and increase interaction between residents and neighbouring business owners. The
greening project may also increase the likelihood of residents, community groups and members of
the public using the public space for positive activity.

4.

Unanticipated
Outcomes

Note: significant, visible impacts to Blood Alley square and quantitative measurable outcomes are
not expected from this greening project, due to the small capital cost involved.
Outcomes will become more apparent upon project completion in April 2009.
None apparent. Positive and negative externalities will become more apparent as the project
begins to roll out and physical changes are visible.

D. 29 West Hastings Street Facade
1.

Indicators

(a) Visual improvement to exterior façade of 29 West Hastings Street
 Photographs will be available upon façade revitalization completion
(b) Provide positive opportunity for university students and the community to work together on
a community revitalization project (by means of collection of personal accounts and stories
from involved students and community members, and an inventory of stakeholders
involved)
 Groups involved include: UBC School of Architecture and Landscape Architecture, Central
City Foundation, the Vancouver Women’s Health Collective and the City of Vancouver
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2.

Detailed
Activity

The building is currently under renovation. Students from UBC SALA have been involved in the
design development of the project as part of a community studio in the Downtown Eastside.
The building includes green building features such as:
 Maximizing natural lighting by opening up the upper portion of the facade and using light
reflecting fins and mirrors to direct light into the space;
 Installing daylight reflecting fins on the façade that are coated with florescent paint to
illuminate facade in the evening; and
 Using recycled materials including a wood curtain wall made of reused fir, exterior
aluminum caps to protect the wood and the lifespan of the façade
Lou’s pharmacy is expected to open at the end of February 2009, which will establish a usable
retail space in the neighbourhood.
The hoarding currently surrounding the building is expected to be removed in the next few weeks,
to reveal a revitalized building façade.

3.

4.

Outcomes
(Impact on
the
community)

In addition to improving the physical appearance of the street, the building façade improvement
provides an active ground floor use on Hastings Street, which contributes to the liveability of the
neighbourhood.

Unanticipated None apparent. Positive and negative externalities will become more apparent as the project
begins to roll out and physical changes are visible.
Outcomes
The façade improvement and occupancy of a new ground floor tenant will help to encourage
further investment and regeneration into the neighbourhood beyond this preliminary initiative.

E. Pennsylvania Hotel Façade and Neon Light
1.

Indicators

(a) Visual improvement to exterior façade of Pennsylvania Hotel
 Refer to photographs in section 3 of this report
(b) Satisfaction with / benefits of hotel renovation (by mean of collection of personal accounts
and stories from involved organizations and community members).
 Local media has reported that the inclusion of the new neon sign to the street corner of
Carrall and Hastings Streets has caused a complete transformation
 The hotel renovation and sign has been described as a potent symbol for the long‐awaited
rejuvenation of the DTES
 A new hotel tenant, who previously resided on the streets has called the renovation
“great” and claims that this new clean and safe living environment will encourage him to
find employment

2.

Detailed
Activity

The $47,000 sign is part of an $11‐million restoration of the Pennsylvania Hotel, which opened in
1906 as the Woods and also operated as the Rainbow and Portland.
The non‐profit Portland Hotel Society Community Services purchased the five‐storey building in
2001 and began planning for the full heritage building rehabilitation and conversion into self‐
contained social housing units. PHS received funding from all three levels of government, including
$3.6 million in heritage bonus density transfers provided through the City of Vancouver’s Heritage
Building Rehabilitation Program.
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3.

4.

Outcomes
(Impact on
the
community)

The neon sign promises to be a landmark in the DTES. The night‐time lighting will animate and
improve the appearance of the street and re‐establishes a sense of community pride and self‐
esteem for local residents and business owners.
Further adding to improvement of the important intersection of Carrall and Hastings Streets, the
sign will be displayed opposite Pigeon Park, which will undergo renovations in 2009.

Unanticipated None apparent. Positive and negative externalities will become more apparent in the following
weeks and months.
Outcomes
The hotel renovation will help encourage further investment and regeneration into Hastings Street
and the neighbourhood.

F.
1.

Chinatown Parkade Neon Sign
(a) Visual improvement to exterior of building
Indicators
Photographs will be available upon façade revitalization completion
(b) Satisfaction with / benefits of neon sign installation (by means of collection of personal
accounts and stories from partner organizations, business owners, parkade patrons)
 Qualitative feedback regarding project will be available as project rolls out
(c) Impact on parkade usage
 Pre‐ and post‐ neon sign installation parkade usage comparisons will become available as
project rolls out

2.

Detailed
Activity

City of Vancouver Planning Department and Real Estate Services staff members have been
involving various community groups and organizations to gather their feedback on the draft
designs. The public consultation process consists of public information gatherings with
representatives from: the Chinatown BIA, the Chinatown Revitalization Committee, the Chinatown
Merchants Association, the Chinese Cultural Centre, the Chinese Benevolence Association, and
building tenants and the Chinatown Historic Area Planning Committee.
A general attendance open house occurred on 2 October 2008 to review four neon sign options
based on historic and contemporary designs.
Design revision, based on comments received from the community, was submitted in December
2008. It is anticipated that the implementation phase, consisting of the necessary permits and the
technical analysis will be completed in January or February of 2009, and that the neon sign will be
installed by the summer of 2009.
The project will result in a 5‐storey neon sign at the intersection of Keefer and Columbia Streets,
and will provide a physical improvement to the exterior of the Chinatown Plaza Parkade.

3.

Outcomes
(Impact on
the
community)

The neon sign will become a prominent landmark at night and in the day time in Chinatown. It will
bring additional lighting and help animate the intersection at Columbia and Keefer Streets. In
addition to providing a physical improvement to the exterior of the Chinatown Plaza building, the
project will increase night‐time programming and business opportunities for area merchants.
Chinatown will be re‐branded as a visitor destination, where visitors are encouraged to frequent
the area to experience the revitalized streetscape, which will encourage investment and
regeneration into the neighbourhood far beyond the initial parkade neon light installation.
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4.

Unanticipated The City of Vancouver is taking the lead in bringing neon lights to the neighbourhood.
Installation of this neon sign will encourage more business owners in the neighbourhood to do
Outcomes
likewise, therefore contributing to an increase in night‐time lighting and safety in the
neighbourhood.

G. Princess Avenue Interpretive Walk Mural and Markers
1.

Indicators

(a) Visual changes / improvements to Princess Avenue
 Refer to photographs in section 3 of this report
(b) Satisfaction with / benefits of Interpretive Walk (by means of collection of personal accounts
and stories from partner organizations, residents, school children) (Look for indication of
increased community cohesion and safety, showcasing of local history and art).
 A member of a participating organization noted that children were thrilled to share their
opinions and be involved in the shaping of their neighbourhood
 Local school officials support this interdisciplinary project that educates the community
on local arts, culture and history.
(additional community and partnering organization feedback will become available as the
program continues to roll‐out and projects begin to take physical shape)

2.

Detailed
Activity

The City of Vancouver is directly involved in the project, while the Strathcona Community Centre
Association is implementing the overall project, including administration and the hiring of artists
and consultants. Partnering agencies and community groups include:
 The Vancouver Coastal Health Authority
 The Union Gospel Mission
 The Strathcona BIA
 Port Metro Vancouver
 The Strathcona Community School (over 200 children participated)
 Strathcona Community Centre seniors group participants
Workshops (including design workshops and a one‐day street event on Princess Avenue) involving
local children have successfully engaged the community in participating in the design development
for capital improvements to their neighbourhood.

3.

Outcomes
(Impact on
the
community)

In addition to a positive increase in coordination and relationships between partnering agencies,
the project will contribute to a physical improvement to the streetscape with artwork. It will help
re‐establish Princess Avenue as an important pedestrian route that is friendly to a diverse
population, especially the families and children in the neighbourhood. The Interpretive Walk will
encourage more pedestrians, particularly children and family, to frequent the street, thus bringing
positive activities and promoting a sense of safety on the street.
The Involvement of the community in this project compliments community planning processes in
the DTES and enhances communication, engagement and positive dialogues within the
community. Including local children and senior citizens in neighbourhood planning projects
contributes to empowerment, ownership, participation, and equality, and provides these
populations with ownership in developing their local environment.

4.

Unanticipated None apparent. Positive and negative externalities will become more apparent in the following
weeks and months.
Outcomes
Community revitalization projects are expected to contribute to community life, which in turn can
contribute to further artistic spill‐over within the community, creating links between residents and
the local arts and culture community.
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H. The Windows Project
1.

Indicators

(a) Visual changes / improvements to 4 selected storefronts
 Refer to photographs in section 3 of this report
(b) Satisfaction with / impacts on community members and students (by means of collection of
personal accounts and stories from students involved in representing local stories and
cultures, and community members who had the opportunity to share their experiences).
 Students have been appreciative of the valuable, hands‐on experience the project has
brought them
The Mavor Moore Theatre Society will make evaluation and feedback results available upon
completion.

2.

Detailed
Activity

Six University of British Columbia (UBC) theatre design students were selected to decorate four
selected windows in the DTES as a graduation project. The students each attended a workshop
with community outreach workers from the Carnegie Community Centre in preparation for
interaction with community participants and have attended more than a dozen community
meetings to engage and gather ideas from, and to present design concepts and drawings to, local
community members.
All installations are temporary, with the exception of the space at the Aboriginal Front Door, where
the installation will remain a permanent space for art selected by the Aboriginal Front Door.
Participants of the project include:
 UBC theatre design instructors and students
 The Mavor Moore Theatre Society
 Carnegie Community Centre
 The Aboriginal Front Door
 The Strathcona Business Improvement Association
 The Listening Post
 319 Cinema
 The Heart of the City Festival

3.

4.

Outcomes
(Impact on
the
community)

Animating streetscapes and public spaces creates a sense of self and identity in a neighbourhood,
and invites people to gather and connect with one another in meaningful ways. It also re‐
establishes a sense of community pride for local residents and business owners.
Animating the streetscapes in DTES neighbourhoods during the holiday season helps to spread
cheer during a time that can be particularly challenging for marginalised populations.

Unanticipated None apparent.
Outcomes
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I.
1.

Anti‐Graffiti Project ‐ community murals
(a) Community satisfaction / feedback (captured by video, interviews and photographs)
Indicators


community feedback will become available as the program continues to roll‐out)

(b) Visual changes / improvements to targeted neighbourhoods
 Refer to photographs in section 3 of this report (more photographs will become available
as the project rolls out)
(c) Graffiti Survey (First‐time results from within the Great Beginnings area only)
As at 30 Nov. 08
Graffiti Count
Front Back
# buildings with graffiti
215
358
# tags found on buildings 759
2510

2.

Detailed
Activity

*Note that surveys are planned for 3 month intervals for the length of the Great Beginnings
initiative and results will indicate a decrease, increase or lack of change.
Approximately 50 buildings have been identified as suitable locations for murals, and final
selection criteria will make frequently tagged walls a priority. Locations within a close proximity to
participating community organizations and which are visible to foot and vehicle traffic will be
prioritized.
Artists will be selected based on a set of criteria as well. The main priority is their interest in
working with the community, and leading a group through the process of mural production.
Community engagement is a major component to creating these community murals. By employing
artists who will lead group projects; possibly 40‐100 people will be involved in the design and
creation of the 2009 DTES murals. The artwork will be community based and will relate to the
historical and cultural history of the neighbourhood and residents. (Community members who will
be given opportunity to be involved in the design and application of these two murals may be
engaged through 1st United Church, Carnegie Centre, and the Chinese community)
Success of the project has relied on engagement with local organizations, which, in turn,
encourages community member involvement.

3.

Outcomes
(Impact on
the
community)

The long term impacts of locating murals in a community include a reduction in graffiti, a more
visually appealing neighbourhood, and an increased perception of safety as graffiti often instils
fear in residents and visitors. In addition, a renewed sense of neighbourhood pride and identity is
often associated with community beautification projects. Also, in a neighbourhood that has a large
population of marginalized residents; projects like this instil a sense of belonging and ownership
through a positive means. The DTES is home to many creative people who currently don’t have an
artistic outlet, or even a safe environment to create art. Murals that will be designed in a group or
in partnership with a professional artist will offer the neighbourhood more than public art; it offers
people a chance to engage with others and find some emotional well‐being.
Success will be measured by monitoring graffiti at each mural site via photographs, recording
comments received from the community, and community engagement in the actual project.

4.

Unanticipated Academic literature (see James Q. Wilson’s "Broken Windows Theory”) suggests that the problem
of graffiti, if left unaddressed, creates an environment where other more serious crimes flourish
Outcomes
and can quickly degrade neighbourhoods. In this regard, removing graffiti acts as a tool for
fostering a healthy community, and may encourage positive business and residential activity to
relocate to beautified neighbourhoods.
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J.
1.

Anti‐Graffiti Project ‐ BC Hydro pad mounted transformer (PMT) beautification pilot
(a) Successful community engagement in design (involvement of local children and artists)
Indicators
 6 local artists
 233 local children

(b) Visual improvement to DTES public spaces
Refer to photographs in section 3 of this report (additional photographs available upon
request)
(c) Satisfaction with / impacts on community (by means of collection of personal accounts and
stories from artists and children involved in the environmental art project, and community
members who have the opportunity to view artwork / beautified padmounts).
 Community members, artists, and children have provided positive feedback regarding the
painted pad mounts (more feedback will become available as project continues to roll out)

2.

Detailed
Activity

A local community artist joined the BC Hydro Outreach Team to do interactive presentations with
young people at the Strathcona, Roundhouse, and Trout Lake Community Centres to discuss the
topic of energy and community members’ environmental responsibilities. The artist then led
groups through the creation of ‘mini‐murals’ that could be adapted and replicated by an artist and
painted onto a PMT.
Six community workshops took place over two weeks, with 233 children participating in
discussions and drawings. Twenty‐four ‘mini‐murals’ were developed and passed along to local
artists who adapted them for appropriateness, while retaining the integrity of the children’s art
and message. Ten PMTs within a short distance to participating Community Centres were chosen
for artwork and five were completed before the winter weather forced the project to be put on
hold till spring 2009.
To date, 50% of the selected pad mounts have been beautified. It is anticipated that 100% of the
Hydro pad mounts will be completed by May 2009. (10 total).

3.

Outcomes
(Impact on
the
community)

The community has been responsive to this project, with many people wanting to see more of
these often graffiti‐ridden and unsightly boxes turned into public art displays. Encouraging local
children to participate in community‐based art displays instils a sense of community pride and can
boost self‐confidence.
Children also benefit from attending sustainability workshops and sharing their newly‐discovered
knowledge with the community. Children need to feel included in their environment and this is a
direct bi‐product of creating public art.

4.

Unanticipated Academic literature (see James Q. Wilson’s "Broken Windows Theory”) suggests that the problem
of graffiti, if left unaddressed, creates an environment where other more serious crimes flourish
Outcomes
and can quickly degrade once low‐crime areas. In this regard, removing graffiti acts as a tool for
fostering a healthy community, and may encourage positive business and residential activity to
relocate to beautified neighbourhoods.
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K. The Heart of the City Festival – honouring our founding communities
(a) Participating organization / community satisfaction / feedback (captured by interviews,
quotations and photographs)
 see quotations and photographs in Section 3 of this report

1.

Indicators

2.

Detailed
Activity

First Nations Canoe Launch: Community partners included Constant Arts Society, Aboriginal
Friendship Centre, Vancouver Aboriginal Community Policing Centre, Vancouver Police
Department, Britannia Community Centre, Britannia Secondary and Elementary Schools,
Vancouver Parks Board and the Roundhouse Community Centre. Ten local youth carvers were also
involved.
Ukrainian Hall Gala Concert, Supper and Dance: Partners included the Association of United
Ukrainian Canadians who facilitated a concert for 125 audience members, celebrating both the
Ukrainian Hall and major founding cultural communities of our neighbourhood, including First
Nations, Ukrainian, Chinese, Japanese and Jewish communities. Over 90 artists and 33 volunteers
were also involved.
Asian Voices: The event featured the Vancouver Chinese Music Ensemble, a female Korean
ensemble, Laotian folk dancers, the Seymour Elementary School Taiko Ensemble, a Filipino dance
troupe, and the film ‘Mary Lee Chan: Taking on City Hall’.
Presentation at the Japanese Hall Food Bazaar: The Dovbush Dancers from the Ukrainian Hall
performed for an estimated audience of 400 people.

3.

Outcomes
(Impact on
the
community)

Showcasing the local cultures, histories, and talents of the DTES community contributes greatly to
the building of community inclusion, acceptance, capacity, relationships, and pride. Community
members who contribute to and participate in the festival achieve a sense of pride, ownership and
enhanced self esteem from sharing the traditions of their culture and history. Affordable and often
free event admission rates encourage low‐income residents to take advantage of events. Non‐
residents of the DTES benefit in learning about and appreciating the rich and diverse cultures
found in the community.

4.

Unanticipated As the festival grows in size and popularity, it may stimulate tourism, which will affect an area
larger than the DTES.
Outcomes

L. The Heart of the City Festival – art and history in the streets
1.

Indicators

2.

Detailed
Activity

(a) Participating organization / community satisfaction / feedback (captured by interviews,
quotations and photographs)
 see quotations and photographs in Section 3 of this report
Bruce Eriksen Heritage Walking Tour: This walk followed the footsteps of legendary Downtown
Eastside Resident Association Founder Bruce Eriksen and visited landmarks that helped establish
the Downtown Eastside as a residential community in its own right. The walk included an update
on the neighbourhood’s struggle for affordable housing.
Gentrification Walking Tour: Carnegie Community Action Project coordinators Wendy Pedersen
and Jean Swanson lead a large group of people on a walk that provided detailed insight into the
housing, income and land use issues in the Downtown Eastside.
The Chinese Laundry Boy Walking Tour: Long time Chinatown/Hogan Alley resident Elwin Xie led
55 people on a personal memory journey through the now disappeared Hogan’s Alley area and the
present streets of Chinatown. This personal memory tour, a first for Elwin, ended at the Chinese
Benevolent Association with a short video on Chinese laundries.
Fishing History Walking Tour: This walking tour on the commercial fishing industry, led by DTES
involved resident Debbie Blair, a former fishing industry worker in Prince Rupert, traveled through
Gastown and the harbour docks, and included a special tour of the Canfisco Processing Plant.
100 Years of Homelessness Walking Tour: Authors Michael Barnholden and Nancy Newman led 21
participants on a tour of sites of ‘homelessness’ from before the founding of Vancouver to the
present day.
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You Can Buy That Here? Legendary Businesses: Walking Vancouver history encyclopedia John Atkin
led this walk exploring the history and legacy of past and present pioneering enterprises of the
east end, and how these small businesses have left their mark on the neighbourhood and the city.
Cornering the Market: This trial open air multi‐media presentation, at the corner of Main and
Hastings, involved outdoor visual displays that employed video projection to illuminate the
buildings at corner of Main and Hastings, Undertaken with emerging artists of Lifeskills Film and
Video Group, and with the cooperation of the Royal Bank of Canada, this capacity building and trial
project was seeded to lay the groundwork for a much larger professional community engaged
project at the 2009 Festival.
DTES Samba Band: Working in partnership with the Carnegie Community Centre, the Festival
contracted master drummer and teacher Joseph ‘Pepe’ Danza to lead four workshops in Samba
music over the month of October. The workshop participants then had their inaugural
presentation at the Festival Launch on Wed Oct 29, followed by four processional performances
during the festival on Sundays Nov 2 and Nov 9th throughout DTES and Chinatown streets. Eighteen
DTES involved residents participated in this very popular project. The Festival received many
requests from the participants for the continuation of the program.

3.

4.

Outcomes
(Impact on
the
community)

Showcasing the local cultures, histories, and talents of the DTES community contributes greatly in
building community inclusion, acceptance, capacity, relationships, and pride. Community members
who contribute to and participate in the festival achieve a sense of pride, ownership and enhanced
self esteem from sharing the traditions of their culture and history. Affordable and often free event
admission rates encourage low‐income residents to take advantage of events. Non‐residents of the
DTES benefit in learning about and appreciating the rich and diverse cultures found in the
community.

Unanticipated Academic literature suggests that there is a clear spill‐over effect between arts and cultural
activities and other forms of community engagement.
Outcomes

M. The Heart of the City Festival – festival visual animation
1.

Indicators

2.

Detailed
Activity

(a) Participating organization / community satisfaction / feedback (captured by interviews,
quotations and photographs)
 see quotations and photographs in Section 3 of this report
The Heart of the City Festival contracted DTES visual artist, poet and activist Diane Wood to create
a large three‐piece banner set, and a smaller eleven piece heraldic banner set with words for the
Carnegie Theatre. All banners were made at the Vancouver Japanese Hall and unveiled at the
Festival Launch on Oct 29th. The banners remained on display in the theatre for the duration of the
festival. This banner set ‐ the design of which is based on the festival’s logo image of the phoenix
rising ‐ is now a permanent element in the festival’s indoor event animation package.
The festival also contracted DTES visual artist Karenza Wall to create a Traveling Fabric Banner
Workshop to create a fabric banner that expresses what DTES neighbourhoods mean to the
banner creators. Co‐sponsored by Atira.

3.

4.

Outcomes
(Impact on
the
community)

Showcasing the local cultures, histories, and talents of the DTES community contributes greatly in
building community inclusion, acceptance, capacity, relationships, and pride. Community members
who contribute to and participate in the festival achieve a sense of pride, ownership and enhanced
self esteem from sharing the traditions of their culture and history. Affordable and often free event
admission rates encourage low‐income residents to take advantage of events. Non‐residents of the
DTES benefit in learning about and appreciating the rich and diverse cultures found in the
community.

Unanticipated Academic literature suggests that there is a clear spill‐over effect between arts and cultural
activities and other forms of community engagement.
Outcomes
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N.
1.

The Heart of the City Festival – DTES Access to Media
(a) Participating organization / community satisfaction / feedback (captured by interviews,
Indicators
quotations and photographs)
 see quotations and photographs in Section 3 of this report

2.

Detailed
Activity

To date the DTES Access to Media Project, led by project coordinator Sid Tan contracted two
mentors and involved four youth mentees in the creation of three Public Service Announcements
(PSA) on the Festival, and 4 broadcast hours of material on Shaw Community Television to 660,000
cable boxes in the Metro Vancouver area.
The festival also produced four live events for DTES involved youth, including The Pirate Magic
Show (Raycam Community Centre), From Where We Speak (Vancouver Aboriginal Friendship
Centre), and the Git Hayetsk Dancers (Strathcona and Admiral Seymour Elementary Schools) for a
total audience of 880 youth.

3.

4.

Outcomes
(Impact on the
community)

Showcasing the local cultures, histories, and talents of the DTES community contributes greatly in
building community inclusion, acceptance, capacity, relationships, and pride. Community members
who contribute to and participate in the festival achieve a sense of pride, ownership and enhanced
self esteem from sharing the traditions of their culture and history. Affordable and often free
event admission rates encourage low‐income residents to take advantage of events. Non‐residents
of the DTES benefit in learning about and appreciating the rich and diverse cultures found in the
community.

Unanticipated Exposing youth to real‐life, hands‐on opportunities such as media and broadcasting can trigger a
continued interest in this field, leading to continued education and eventual employment.
Outcomes
Mentoring in this fashion allows youth, who otherwise may not have such opportunities, to
develop interests and skills that will provide long‐term benefits.

O.
1.

The Clean Streets
Indicators

(a) Subjective grading of lane and street cleanliness.
Date
21 Feb. 08
15 Dec. 08

Grade
4.0
2.7

Trend
Improving

*Note that the grading system above is based on a 1 – 6 point scale, where:
1 – A clean lane, street and/or area around a dumpster or litter can (no litter); and
6 – an overflowing dumpster or litter can with 1 pile of scattered garbage on a lane (or street) with two
contained piles of garbage

(b) Encourage opportunity to provide low threshold employment for hard to employ individuals.
 There are currently 100 individuals filling 30 full time street micro‐cleaning positions
(c) Satisfaction with / benefits of program (by means of collection of personal accounts and
stories from involved social enterprises, and community members).
 Improvement in overall health of workers. Workers walk for 4 hours every shift, which
provides them with fresh air and exercise / access to the larger community and human
contact
 Contributing to a sense of pride. Workers experience immediate results through pride in a
job well done
 Inclusion into the working class. Workers have regular pay, and a launch into mainstream
society
 Workers and staff are being approached by individuals commending them on their
commitments to cleaning the neighbourhood
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2.

Detailed
Activity

Increased street cleaning in the core area of the DTES was initiated by Council in March 2008 under
the Clean Streets Initiative. The program involves additional City street cleaning shifts, enhanced
education and enforcement with the addition of a Street Use Inspector, and increased lane micro‐
cleaning by the social enterprise organizations United We Can (UWC) and Coast Mental Health
Foundation (CMHF). Both social enterprises provide low threshold employment opportunities to
individuals with barriers to traditional employment.
Additional recycling at special events was provided through UWC’s Urban Binning Unit (UBU)
program. The work involved the use of mobile purpose‐built recycling carts or UBU’s to collect
deposit beverage containers at two special events in 2008: the Celebration of Lights and the
Chinatown Festival. Collected containers were returned for deposit refunds to the UWC bottle
depot on Hastings Street located in the DTES.
The increased street cleaning and street use inspection work is an ongoing component of the Great
Beginnings initiative. The scope of micro‐cleaning services provided by UWC and CMHF are
reviewed quarterly and formalized annually to ensure program goals are met. The recycling at
special events component of the project is complete for 2008 and UWC is capable of providing
similar services for events in 2009.
Participating organizations include:
 The City of Vancouver Engineering Department
 United We Can
 Coast Mental Health Foundation
 The Vancouver Police Department

3.

Outcomes
(Impact on
the
community)

The project activities will result in improvements to the cleanliness of sidewalks, lanes and other
spaces accessible to the public which will enhance the safety, aesthetics and liveability of the City,
and benefiting residents, businesses and visitors. There has also been an increased public
awareness of positive binning activities.
Individuals with barriers to traditional employment have been provided with a greater sense of
pride and self‐esteem, which better enables them to seek, obtain and maintain employment, and
also allows them to make a positive contribution to their community. In fact, CMHF has reported
that one of their members is now able to survive on micro‐cleaning wages, allowing her to survive
without relying on former employment in the sex trade industry.
Reducing waste from special events is contributing to the City’s waste diversion goals.

4.

Unanticipated Street cleaners have noticed compliance from the local street population. It has been noted that
the local street population has begun collecting garbage prior to Clean Streets team arrivals in the
Outcomes
morning, and leaving material to be discarded in organized piles in alleys.
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5. 2008 DTES Perception and Community Needs Baseline Survey
A community perception and needs survey was rolled out in the Great Beginnings neighbourhoods to establish a
baseline of public attitudes towards City of Vancouver‐provided services within the Great Beginnings
neighbourhoods against which to measure future program activities and progress.
A survey was created to compare neighbourhood attitudes and perceptions of the various sub‐populations who
frequent the Great Beginnings neighbourhoods. The two page‐ approximate 10 question survey contains similar
questions on the first page for each sub‐population. As each sub‐population experiences the neighbourhood in
unique ways, the second page of the survey contains questions that are population‐specific. For instance, the
second page of the survey for the street population contains questions directed at public shower facilities and cart
storage, while the second page for business owners asks questions about revitalized storefront awnings.
Surveyed sub populations include:
 DTES street population (surveyed by the Carnegie Community Centre Outreach Team)
 SRO and Lodge residents (surveyed by the Carnegie Community Centre Outreach Team)
 Residents (targeted by requesting children attending the Strathcona Community School to bring home
surveys to their parents / guardians)
 Youth and Seniors who attend programs at the Strathcona Community Centre (these individuals are not
necessarily residents of the neighbourhoods, and can provide indications of visitor perceptions of the
neighbourhood)
 BIA members
The survey will be administered three times throughout the life of the Great Beginnings Project. Initial
administration will establish a current, or ‘pre‐project launch’ snapshot of the community. It is expected that the
same survey will be rolled out in the middle of the project (late 2009) and then again upon the completion of the
project (2010).
An English and Chinese version of each survey was available to ensure that all community‐members opinions’ were
captured.
Surveying residents, visitors, and business owners in the Great Beginnings neighbourhoods ensures that project
goals do not lose sight of the community members they ultimately affect. Encouraging community voices and
opinions in the planning and evaluation process raises confidence that the City’s efforts in this neighbourhood
consider residents, visitors, and business owners who frequent the area.
Repeating the survey process throughout the project lifespan will provide the City with the necessary information
to measure whether or not Great Beginnings projects are having a positive effect on the community. This will also
allow for mid‐way project revisions and possible project re‐evaluation if survey results are not positive.

Summary of Results
A total of 516 individuals’ survey results contribute to the baseline of residents, visitors, and business’ perceptions
of the DTES:




40 members of the neighbourhood street population
444 residents (245 parents/guardians of Strathcona Community School students, 94 Strathcona
Community Centre patrons and area residents, 106 SRO and Lodge residents)
31 members of the Chinatown BIA
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As each sup‐population that lives, works, or plays within the boundaries of the Great Beginnings neighbourhoods
has a unique experience of their neighbourhood, they could not all be asked the same questions. Therefore, the
following summary of survey responses is separated based on which sub‐population(s) answered the questions.

All Respondents
The following nine survey questions were asked of all survey respondents:

 What is your level of Satisfaction with the amount of street and alley cleaning in your neighbourhood?

40%
37%

Percent Respondents

35%
30%

31%

25%
25%

20%
15%
10%
5%

6%

1%

0%
Dissatisfied Somewhat
Dissatisfied



Satisfied

Very
I don't know
Satisfied

An analysis of the comments section of the survey reveals that residents and business owners are
concerned about needles and other drug paraphernalia littered in public spaces.

 Have you noticed an increase in the level of street and alley cleaning in your neighbourhood?

Percent R espondents

60%
50%
49%
40%
30%
30%
20%

21%

10%
0%
No

Yes

I don't know
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 Have the number of clean public spaces, including parks increased or decreased in the past year?
50%

Percent Respondents

45%
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40%
35%
30%
25%

30%
25%

20%
15%
10%
5%

2%

0%
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 Are there public washrooms in your neighbourhood?

50%
45%
Percent Repondents

40%

46%
43%

35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%

11%

5%
0%
No



Yes

I don't know

An analysis of the comments section of the survey reveals that the street population and SRO/ Lodge
residents believe there is a need for more public washrooms, with longer operating hours in the
neighbourhood.
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If you answered ‘yes’ to the question above, are public washroom operating hours long enough for resident
and visitor needs?

60%

Percent Respondents

50%
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10%
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If you answered ‘yes’ to the question above, are public washrooms easy to find?
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 Have the number of cultural events and festivals increased or decreased in the past year?
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 Have the number of murals and community artwork increased or decreased in the past year?
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 Has local business involvement with social services has increased or decreased in the past year?

Percent Respondents
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Residents and BIA members only
The following eight survey questions were asked of residents and BIA members only:
Residents and BIA members were asked for their opinion on the current level of service directed towards the
following in their neighbourhood:
 Derelict and uncared for business awnings
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35%
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 Graffiti

35%
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 Dumpster violations (including graffiti, being unlocked, surrounding litter)
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 On a scale of 1 ‐ 5, what level of importance would you give to street and alley cleaning in your
neighbourhood?
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 On a scale of 1 ‐ 5, what level of importance would you give to access to public washrooms in your
neighbourhood?
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 On a scale of 1 ‐ 5, what level of importance would you give to showcasing local art, history, and culture in your
neighbourhood?
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 On a scale of 1 ‐ 5, what level of importance would you give to public art improvements in your
neighbourhood?
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 On a scale of 1 ‐ 5, what level of importance would you give to participation in local cultural events and
festivals in your neighbourhood?
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Residents only
The following six survey questions were asked of residents only:
 Does “diverse cultures” describe your neighbourhood?
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 Does “having access to cultural events and festivals” describe your neighbourhood?
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 Does “a strong sense of community” describe your neighbourhood?
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 Does “safe public spaces, including parks” describe your neighbourhood?
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 Does “clean, well‐kept streets and boulevards” describe your neighbourhood?
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 Does “proximity to community gardens” describe your neighbourhood?
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Street Population only
The following five survey questions were asked of the street population only:

 Are litter cans available where you need them?
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 Do you currently use cart storage in this neighbourhood?
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No

50% of those who responded that they did not use cart storage were not aware of any such facility in the
neighbourhood.
An analysis of the comments section of the survey reveals that members of the street population support
having a safe place to store carts and other belongings.

 Do you currently use shower facilities in this neighbourhood?
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 Do you currently use social services, such as medical services in this neighbourhood?
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 Do you currently use toilet facilities in this neighbourhood?
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BIA Population only
The following survey question was asked of the BIA population only:
An increase in which neighbourhood element would most encourage visitors and shoppers to frequent your
business district?
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